Tennis Match Results
Assumption vs Boston College
(Flynn Recreation Complex)

Boston College 6, Assumption 1

**Singles competition**
1. Hank Workman (BC) def. Chris Waung (ASM) 6-4, 6-4
2. Aidan McNulty (BC) def. Marco Leung (ASM) 7-5, 6-2
3. Will Turner (BC) def. Viljami Rahnasto (ASM) 6-0, 6-0
4. Conor Mullins (BC) def. Jakob Zylak (ASM) 6-4, 6-2
5. Jeffrey Melvin (BC) def. Casey Hodor (ASM) 6-0, 6-2
6. Tom Knight (ASM) def. Alexander Aziz (BC) 6-4, 4-6, 10-6

**Doubles competition**
1. Alexandre Thirouin/Kent Mukai (BC) def. Chris Waung/Viljami Rahnasto (ASM) 8-1
2. Kyle Childree/Spencer Canny (BC) def. Marco Leung/Casey Hodor (ASM) 8-3
3. Philip Nelson/Seon Woo Kim (BC) def. Jakob Zylak/Tom Knight (ASM) 8-4

Match Notes:
Assumption 4-8
Boston College 4-4